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Summary: The MR imaging appearance of a case of virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome complicated by diffuse CNS infiltration is presented. Virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome is a rare condition, precipitated by viral infection and characterized by proliferation of benign histiocytes with phagocytosis. In severe cases, the CNS may be involved.

Case Report

A 22-year-old man was admitted to a neurologic unit with a history of deteriorating visual acuity and progressive lower limb numbness and weakness. He had a known history of virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome that was previously diagnosed based on bone marrow aspirate (Fig 1). He had experienced multiple relapses and remissions affecting bone marrow and liver, which were successfully treated with courses of immunosuppression. An examination revealed evidence of a spastic paraparesis, with a sensory level at T10. Ophthalmoscopy revealed bilateral optic atrophy. The remainder of the cranial nerves was normal, and no cerebellar signs were elicited. Laboratory investigation of the CSF revealed an elevated protein level (10.4 g/L) and 5 WBC/mm³.

MR imaging of the brain showed diffuse white matter changes throughout the brain and cervical spine, without mass effect. The administration of contrast material revealed extensive leptomeningeal enhancement, with additional enhancement of the cerebral perivascular spaces (Fig 2). Despite management with high-dose immunosuppression, neurologic symptoms progressed during the next year to involve the cerebellum and lower cranial nerves.

Discussion

Viral infection of immunocompromised patients may result in benign proliferation of tissue histiocytes showing hemophagocytosis, which is termed virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome (1). It is thought that viral infection provokes an abnormal immune response, resulting in secretion of cytokines, including macrophage colony stimulating factor, by T-helper cells. This results in massive histiocytic proliferation and indiscriminate phagocytosis of both erythrocytes and white blood cells (2). Viruses implicated include Epstein-Barr virus, human herpesvirus 6, and cytomegalovirus (3), although bacteria and parasites may also rarely induce a similar syndrome. Histiocytic proliferation characteristically occurs in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow, although it may, in severe cases, be seen in other organs, such as the brain, lungs, and heart.

The syndrome begins after a short history of a nonspecific viral illness, commonly resulting in pyrexia, hepatosplenomegaly, and pancytopenia (2). The disease may follow a relapsing and remitting course or progress rapidly to multiorgan failure and death. Virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome should be distinguished from familial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (4), which is an autosomal recessive condition that presents with similar symptoms and pathologic features in early childhood and runs a more severe course. For pathologic categorization, both conditions are classed together because of common microscopic findings (5).

With CNS involvement, infiltration of leptomeninges by lymphocytes and erythrophagocytic histiocytes is commonly seen (6, 7). This is associated with a sterile CSF lymphocytosis with elevated protein levels (8). With more severe involvement, infiltrates extend into the perivascular spaces, where they elicit reactive astrocytic and microglial cell proliferation (8). Massive tissue infiltration...
may follow, particularly affecting the white matter and occasionally resulting in areas of necrosis (6, 7). In addition to cellular proliferation, evidence of hemophagocytosis may also be seen. In a few cases, perivascular demyelination has been recorded, prompting comparison with postinfective or vaccination encephalomyelitis (9).

MR imaging findings of the brain in this case of virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome correlate well with those of previous pathologic studies and with findings in cases of familial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis. The presence of diffuse leptomeningeal and perivascular enhancement is likely an indication of the extent of infiltration by lymphocytes and histiocytes. Furthermore, the widespread nature of white matter changes in the cerebrum, cerebellum, and cervical cord most likely reflect the presence of widespread tissue infiltration, perhaps associated with demyelination. It is suggested that virus-associated hemophagocytic syndrome should be added to the differential diagnosis of leptomeningeal and perivascular space enhancement, particularly if diffuse white matter changes are seen.
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